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w xIn a recent paper 4 , and using relatively sophisticated representation-
theoretic techniques, G. Robinson established a formula that expresses the
Ž .number of classes k G of a finite group G in terms of the local structure
w xof the group. In two subsequent papers 2, 3 , B. Kulshammer and G.È
Robinson obtained analogous formulas for the number of p-regular classes
of G, where p is a prime number, and more generally, for the number of
p-classes of G, where p is an arbitrary set of prime numbers. The main
purpose of this brief note is to show that each of these formulas is a
special case of a much more general result that has a nearly trivial proof.
We begin with a brief review of some of the notation of Robinson and
Kulshammer. Let F denote a conjugation-invariant collection of subgroupsÈ
Ž . Ž .of G, and let S s S F denote the set of chains linearly ordered subsets
of F. In fact, we shall be interested only in nonempty chains, and we write
a ŽS to denote the set of nonempty chains of F. We stress that our
a .definition of S depends on the collection F. Of course, G acts by
conjugation on S a, and we write S arG to denote an arbitrary set of
representatives for the orbits of this action. For s g S a, we write G tos
denote the stabilizer in G of s , so that G is exactly the intersection ofs
< <the normalizers of the members of s , and G : G is the size of thes
G-orbit containing s . Finally, we write V to denote the minimum mem-s
ber of s g S a.
w xTo state Robinson's result in 4 , we need a bit more notation. If V : G
Ž . Ž .and N : N V , we write k V to denote the number of orbits in theG N
Žconjugation action of N on the elements of V. Thus, for example,
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Ž . Ž . . w xk G s k G . The formula of 4 applies when F is the collection of allG
nontrivial solvable subgroups of G and also when it is the collection of
those solvable subgroups that can be expressed as intersections of the
maximal solvable subgroups of G. In each of these cases, Robinson shows
that
< <1q sk G y 1 s y1 k V y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý G ss
asgS rG
w xThe formula of Kulshammer and Robinson in Theorem 1 of 2 isÈ
Ž . Ž . Ž .similar. On the left side, l G replaces k G , and on the right, l VG ss
Ž . Ž Ž .replaces k V . Here, l V denotes the number of orbits in theG s Ns
Ž . Ž .conjugation action of N on the p-regular elements of V, and l G s l GG
is the total number of p-regular classes of G, where p is any prime
. w xnumber. The subgroup families F allowed in Theorem 1 of 2 may
contain some not necessarily solvable subgroups of G, but they are
required to contain all nontrivial solvable subgroups and to satisfy certain
other conditions.
w xIn Theorem 2 of 3 , a similar formula is given for the number of classes
of p-elements of G, where p is an arbitrary set of primes. For that result,
the family F of subgroups is taken to be all nonidentity solvable p-
Ž w xsubgroups of G. It should be noted that the sign in the formula of 3 is
Ž . < s < Ž .1q < s <y1 rather than y1 , but that difference is a consequence of a
minor change in the definition of the relevant chains, and it has no real
.significance.
In all of these formulas, we observe that the choice of the set S arG of
orbit representatives is irrelevant. We prefer to use a more symmetric
formulation of these results, and so we sum over all chains in S a, and we
< <divide each summand by the size G : G of the corresponding orbit.s
Expressed in this way, Robinson's formula becomes
k V y 1Ž .G s< <1q s sk G y 1 s y1 ,Ž . Ž .Ý < <G : Ga ssgS
w xand similar versions exist for the formulas in 2, 3 . In fact, the above
formulation is identical to the one that appeared in an earlier version of
Robinson's paper.
In order to state our general result, we fix an arbitrary normal subset X
Ž . Ž .of an arbitrary finite group G. If V : G and N : N V , we let m VG N
denote the number of orbits in the conjugation action of N on the
Ž . Ž . Ž .elements of V l X, and we write m G s m G . Thus m G is just theG
Ž .number of classes of G contained in X and m V s 0 precisely whenN
Ž .V l X is empty. Of course, the definition of m V depends on ourN
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choice of the subset X. For example, if we take X to be either the set of
all nonidentity elements of G or the set of all nonidentity p-regular
Ž . Ž . Ž .elements of G, then m V is k V y 1 or l V y 1, respectively.N N N
THEOREM 1. Let X be an arbitrary normal subset of a finite group G and
let F be any conjugation-in¤ariant collection of subgroups of G such that for
each element x g X, there is a unique smallest member F g F such thatx
x g F . As usual, let S a be the collection of nonempty chains of F. Thenx
m VŽ .G s< <1q s sm G s y1 .Ž . Ž .Ý < <G : Ga ssgS
It is clear that if we take X to be the set of all nonidentity elements of
G, then we can take F to be the collection of all nontrivial solvable
² :subgroups of G, and we have F s x . We thus recover most of Robin-x
w xson's result in 4 . For any choice of X, we see that F can be an arbitrary
G-invariant collection of subgroups that is closed under taking intersec-
tions and such that X : D F. In particular, F can be the collection of all
intersections of maximal solvable subgroups of G, and we thus recover the
rest of Robinson's theorem. If we take X to be the set of nonidentity
w xp-elements of G, we recover the formulas of Theorem 1 of 2 and
w xTheorem 2 of 3 . But we also get results that are not included in the
papers of Robinson and Kulshammer. For example, we could take F to beÈ
² :the collection of cyclic groups x for x g X, or any larger G-invariant
Ž w xcollection of subgroups. We mention that the paper 2 also includes other
.results that are not included in our Theorem 1.
ŽProof of Theorem 1. By the standard formula often wrongly attributed
. < < Ž .to Burnside for counting orbits in a group action, we know that N m VN
Ž . Ž .is equal to Ý c n , where we have written c n to denote the numberng N
of elements in V l X that commute with n. Equivalently, we can write
< < Ž . <Ž . < 4 <N m V s n, x n g N, x g V l X and nx s xn . If we writeN
Ž .P N, V to denote this set of ordered pairs, we see that we can rewrite the
formula of the theorem as
< <1q sP G, G s y1 P G , V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý s s
asgS
Ž .To prove this, we observe that each of the sets P G , V is containeds s
Ž .in P G, G . We can thus view the right side as a ``weighted sum'' over all
Ž . Ž . Ž .pairs g, x g P G, G , where the weight w g, x attached to the pair
Ž . Ž .1q < s < a Ž .g, x is the sum of y1 over all s g S for which g, x lies in
Ž .P G , V . Since the left side of the desired equation is just the number ofs s
Ž . Ž .pairs g, x in P G,G , we see that it suffices to show that the weight
Ž . Ž . Ž .w g, x s 1 for each pair g, x g P G, G .
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Ž . aTo compute w g, x , we need to determine all chains s g S for which
Ž . Ž .g, x g P G , V . The relevant chains are exactly those chains s fors s
which g g G and x g V . That x g V is, of course, equivalent to sayings s s
that x is in every member of the chain s , and the condition that g g Gs
says that every member of the chain is invariant under g. The chains
a Ž .s g S relevant to the pair g, x , therefore, are exactly the nonempty
Ž .chains in the poset we shall call L s L g, x , consisting of all g-invariant
members of F that contain the element x. This shows that
< <1q sw g , x s y1 .Ž . Ž .Ý
aŽ .sgS L
Ž . Ž .We observe that g centralizes x since g, x g P G, G , and thus g
stabilizes the unique minimum member F of F that contains x. It followsx
Ž .that L g, x has a unique minimum member. The desired conclusion that
Ž . Ž . Ž .w g, x s 1 for all pairs g, x g P G, G is thus immediate from the
following easy lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let L be a finite poset containing a unique minimum member
Ž .am, and write S L to denote the collection of nonempty chains of L . Then
< <1q sy1 s 1.Ž .Ý
aŽ .sgS L
Ž .aProof. Given any member s g S L that does not contain m, we see
 4 Ž .athat s j m is another member of S L whose contribution to the sum
Ž .aexactly cancels that of s . The only member of S L not yet accounted
 4for is the singleton chain m . Since its contribution to the sum is 1, the
result follows.
w xNext, we generalize and simplify Theorem 1 of 3 , which provides an
alternative formula for the number of p-classes of G.
THEOREM 3. Let X be a normal subset of a finite group G, and let F be a
conjugation-in¤ariant family of subgroups of G ha¤ing the property that for
each element x g X there is a unique minimum member F of F that containsx
² :x. Assume in addition that if x normalizes F g F, then the subgroup F , Fx
Ž .lies in F. For subgroups H : G, write m H to denote the number of
conjugacy classes of H that are contained in X, and as usual, let S a be the
set of nonempty chains of F. Then
m GŽ .s< <1q sm G s y1 .Ž . Ž .Ý < <G : Ga ssgS
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w xTheorem 1 of 3 is essentially the case of our Theorem 3 in the case
where X is the set of p-elements of G and F is the family of nontrivial
² :solvable p-subgroups of G. In this situation, we see that F s x forx
² : ² :x g X, and thus if x normalizes F g F, we have F , F s F x , and thisx
lies in F, as required.
The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem 1, except that we
need to replace Lemma 2 by a more technical and more general result
about chains in posets. To state this generalization, we remind the reader
Žthat an element a in a poset L is conjuncti¤e according to Definition 2.6
w x.of 1 if for every element x g L , there is a unique smallest element
Ž .y g L such that both y G x and y G a. We write y s a k x. In particu-
lar, if L has a unique minimal element m, then m is conjunctive in L .
LEMMA 4. Let L be a finite poset that contains a conjuncti¤e element,
Ž .aand write S L to denote the collection of nonempty chains of L . Then
< <1q sy1 s 1.Ž .Ý
aŽ .sgS L
Proof. Create a new poset P by adjoining an element 0 to L , defined
to be smaller than every element in L . Let a g L be conjunctive in L
and note that a is still conjunctive when it is viewed as an element of P.
Ž . Ž .For elements y g P, write m y s m 0, y to denote the Mobius functionÈ
Ž .a Ž .associated with the poset P. Also, for s g S L , we write M s for the
maximum element of the chain s . If y g L , therefore, we know by
w x Ž . Ž . < s <Lemma 2.2 of 1 that m y s Ý y1 , where the sum is over all chains
Ž .a Ž .s g S L such that M s s y.
We now have
< <s1 q y1 s m y s m y s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýž /
a ygP bgL ygPŽ .sgS L
ykasb
where the last equality holds because the inner sum vanishes by Lemma
w x2.7 of 1 . The result now follows.
Proof of Theorem 3. We need to show that
< < < <G m G s G m G .Ž . Ž .Ý s s
asgS
The left side of this equation is the total number of pairs of elements
Ž .g, x , where g g G, x g X, and xg s gx. As in the proof of Theorem 1,
the right side can be viewed as a weighted sum over all such pairs, where
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Ž .the weight w g, x associated with a pair is the sum of the quantity
Ž .1q < s < a Ž .y1 over all chains s g S that are ``relevant'' to the pair g, x .
The relevant chains in this situation are exactly the nonempty chains in the
poset L consisting of all members of F that are normalized by both x and
g. Now F lies in L , and in fact F is a conjunctive element of L becausex x
² :if F g L , we see that x normalizes F, and thus F k F s F, F lies inx x
Ž .L . It follows by Lemma 4 that w g, x s 1, and the proof is complete.
Before we close, we mention that there are in fact a number of other
elementary formulas that can be used to count the number of classes of a
group using only local information. As just one example, we present the
following, which does not involve chains of subgroups.
THEOREM 5. Let F be the family of all nontri¤ial cyclic subgroups of a
Ž .finite group G, and for C g F, write s C to denote the number of classes of
Ž .elements of N C that contain a generator for C. ThenG
s CŽ .
k G y 1 s .Ž . Ý G : N CŽ .GCgF
Proof. It suffices to prove that
< <G k G y 1 s N C s C .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý G
CgF
Ž .The left side of this equation is equal to the number of pairs g, x , such
that g and x are commuting elements of G and x / 1. On the other hand,
< Ž . < Ž .for each nontrivial cyclic subgroup C, we see that N C s C is equal toG
Ž . ² : Ž ² :the number of such pairs g, x where x s C. Note that if x s C,
Ž . .then since g and x commute, we necessarily have g g N C . EqualityG
thus follows, and the proof is complete.
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